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ABSTRACT
This study analyzed the potential use of Mahagoni wood charcoal (MWC) and Mahagoni bark
charcoal (MBC) as biosorbent for reactive red 120 (RR 120) dye removal from aqueous solutions. The
effect of different operating parameters such as contact time (1–210 min), pH (3–11), adsorbent dose
(1–20 g/L), and initial RR 120 concentration (5–70 mg/L) on adsorption processes was studied under
batch adsorption experiments. The maximum removal of RR 120 by MWC (78%) and MBC (88%)
was achieved when the optimum conditions were initial RR 120 concentration (5 mg/L), pH (3),
adsorbents dose (10 g/L) and equilibrium contact time (150 min). The RR 120 adsorption data of
MWC and MBC were better described by the Langmuir and Freundlich isotherm models, respectively.
The MWC and MBC showed maximum adsorption capacities of 3.806 and 5.402 mg/g, respectively.
Kinetic adsorption data of all adsorbents (MWC and MBC) followed the pseudo-second-order model
and this adsorption process was controlled by chemisorption with multi-step diffusion. A lower
desorption rate advocated that both strong and weak binding forces could exist between RR 120
molecules and adsorbents. The study results revealed that the utilization of either MWC and or MBC
as an adsorbent for treating RR 120 is effective and environmentally friendly.
Keywords: Adsorption efficiency; adsorbent; anionic dye; biomass.

INTRODUCTION
The global trends of industrialization and urbanization have led to releasing numerous toxic
chemicals into our environment (Subbaiah & Kim, 2016). Dyes are one of the hazardous toxic
chemicals extensively used in different industries including textiles, paint, food, paper,
varnishes, ink, plastics, pulp, cosmetics, plastic, and tannery (Subbaiah & Kim, 2016; Abbas
et al., 2019). Globally, thousands of commercial dyes are in use and over 7×105 tones are
manufactured yearly (Munagapati et al., 2017). It is estimated that around 15% of the dyes
and pigments are found in effluents, generates from industrial manufacturing and operations
steps (Gupta et al., 2012). Discharging of improper/without treatment of colored effluents into
water bodies have provoked the altering of aquatic ecosystem stability, because dye obstructs
light infiltration through bleaching even at very low concentration, hinders the photosynthetic
process, impedes the growth of fauna, generates micro toxin for aquatic organisms, increases
chelating of metal ions and chemical oxygen demand (Rápó et al., 2018; Chakraborty et al.,
2020). Moreover, dyes itself and their degradation byproduct consider to be toxic,
carcinogenic, or even mutagenic, it can also create skin irritation, eye burns, diarrhea to
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human health (Panda et al., 2009). Based on solubility, dyes are classified into three types:
anionic (direct, azo, acid and reactive dyes), cationic (basic dyes) and non-ionic (disperse
dyes and vat dyes) (Zheng et al., 2015). Among them, azo dyes are a multipurpose class of
organic dyes and incorporating 60–70% of all dyes production (Robinson et al., 2001).
Reactive red 120 is an azo dye widely used in various industrial sectors due to its simplicity
of application, bright color excellent binding capacity and color swiftness (Eren & Acar,
2006), but its removal is difficult due to distinct properties (e.g. aromatic ring structure, nonbiodegradability and highly stable to heat and light) (Subramani & Thinakaran, 2017).
Available treatment technologies for dyes removal from wastewater are coagulation and
flocculation, membrane separation, ion exchange, reverse osmosis, advanced oxidation
processes, oxidation/ozonation, ion exchange, reverse osmosis, photocatalysis, ultrafiltration,
electrochemical, adsorption and biosorption (Deng et al., 2011; Yaman & Demirel, 2020).
The benefits and drawbacks of each treatment technologies have been broadly reviewed by
several authors (Dai et al., 2018; Ghosh et al., 2018; Hasan & Hammood, 2018). Among these
technologies, adsorption is the most superior over other technologies in the aspects of costeffectiveness, low energy input, easy to design and operation, high efficiency, no additional
input, the possibility of sorbent regeneration and recovery, and reduction of sludge generation
(Dehghani et al., 2017; Anastopoulos et al., 2019). Though commercial adsorbent (e.g.
activated carbon as powdered granule) is efficient for dye removal, but it is costly to produce
and regenerate. Recently, different types of waste or byproducts of agricultural and forest
product are in used as bioadsorbent for removal of dye from wastewater/aqueous solution;
such as palm ash (Ahmad et al., 2007), rice husk (Abdelwahab et al., 2005), sugarcane
bagasse (Zhang et al., 2013), fly ash (Kumar et al., 2005), almond shell (Duran et al., 2011),
jute fiber (Yagub et al., 2014), neem sawdust (Khattri & Singh, 2000), coconut shells
(Kadirvelu et al., 2003), etc. bioadsorbent consist of cellulose, proteins and other low
molecular weight compounds having different functional groups like carboxyl, hydroxyl,
amides, phosphate, which influence the adsorption capacity during adsorption process
(Munagapati et al., 2018). Mahagoni is a deciduous tree native to southern Florida, USA and
now widely cultivated as a commercial tree in the tropic area. Its leaves, fruits, seeds, bark are
used for dye preparation and treatment of many diseases (Ghosh et al., 2020). In this study,
MWC and MBC were chosen as adsorbent due to its availability, cost-effectiveness, and ecofriendly criteria. As the best of our knowledge, there is no study on the removal of RR 120 by
MWC and MBC. Therefore, the objectives of this study are to investigate the applicability of
MWC and MBC for removing RR 120 from aqueous solutions by influencing different
experimental parameters; contact time, pH, adsorbent dose, and initial RR 120 concentration.
Finally, the adsorption behaviors of MWC and MBC for RR 120 were studied by different
kinetics and isotherms model.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Analytical grade reactive dye (RR 120) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, USA. The
chemical structure and properties of RR 120 are presented in Table 1. The stock solution of
RR 120 (200 mg/L) was prepared by dissolving the required amount of dye powder in double
distilled water, and the desired working solution was prepared from the stock solution by
successive dilution with double distilled water.
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Table 1. Physico-chemical properties of RR 120.
Properties

Reactive Red 120 (RR 120)

Chemical structure

Molecular formula
Molecular weight
CAS Number
Water solubility
𝜆max
Class
Color

C44H24Cl2N14O20S6Na
1469.98 g/mol
61951–82–4
70 g/L
535 nm
Diazo (–N=N–boand)
Red blue light

MWC was collected from the local area, Jashore, Bangladesh. After collection washed
with water to remove the ash and dirty then dried in an oven (Labtech LDO–150F, Korea) at
80°C for 24 h, cooled at room temperature. The dried coal was crushing by a mortar and
pestle, and 0.5 to 1.0 mm size particles were collected through the sieve. After that collected
particles were kept into the double-distilled water at 20 h, for soaking, again dried in an oven
at 80°C for 24 h.
Mahagoni bark was collected from a local sawmill, located in Jashore, Bangladesh. After
collection, it cut into small pieces (5 inches long) and washed with water to remove dirt and
color. Then further washed with double distilled water and dried in an oven (Labtech LDO–
150F, Korea) at 80°C for 24 h, cooled at room temperature. The bark was soaked in 0.1N
NaOH solution for 24h to remove excess color, after that dried again in an oven at 80°C for
24 h, carbonized into a muffle furnace (SXT–10, Shanghai Shuli Instrument and Meters Co.,
Ltd.) at 200°C for 15 min. The carbonized charcoal was washed with double distilled water
and further dried in an oven at 80°C for 24 h, crushed by a mortar and pestle, and 0.5 to 1.0
mm size particles were collected through the sieve. Finally, MWC and MBC were stored in
airtight borosilicate glass bottles and, used for experiments as needed. FTIR (Fourier
Transform Infrared Spectroscopy) spectra of MBC and MWC were recorded before and after
adsorption of RR 120 in a spectrometer (FTIR-4600, JASCO Corporation Ltd., Japan). The
surface morphology of MWC and MBC was observed before and after adsorption of RR 120
by using a field emission scanning electron microscope (FE–SEM, Zeiss Sigma, Carl Zeiss,
Germany).
Adsorption of RR 120 onto MWC and MBC were conducted as functions of contact time
(1–210 min), pH value (pH 3–11), adsorbent dose (1–30 g/L), and initial dye concentration
(5–70 mg/L) under the batch experiments. The pH of the experiment solution was adjusted by
adding 0.1 N HCl / 0.1 N NaOH solutions. Experiments were accomplished with 250 mL of
working solution (with appropriate dye concentration and pH) and appropriate adsorbent in
500 mL beaker. These beakers were stirred in the Jar-test instrument (JLT4, VELP
Scientifics, Italy). After completion of each experiment, a sufficient amount of suspension
was taken from the beaker and filter by a glass microfiber filter paper (GF/B, Whatman, USA)
to removing adsorbent particles. The concentration of RR 120 in solution was measured by a
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UV-visible spectrophotometer (HACH DR 3900, USA) at 535 nm wavelength. Duplicate
experiments were conducted and mean values were applied. The amount of RR 120
adsorption at equilibrium and the percentage of removal were calculated by using Equation 1
and Equation 2, respectively.
(𝐶0 − 𝐶𝑒 )𝑉
𝑚𝑠
(𝐶0 − 𝐶𝑒 )
𝑅 (%) =
× 100
𝐶0

𝑞𝑒 =

(1)
(2)

Where, Co and Ce are the initial and at equilibrium RR 120 concentrations in mg/L,
respectively. qe is the equilibrium RR 120 adsorbed in mg/g. V is the volume of solution (L)
and ms is the mass of adsorbent (g).
The adsorption isotherm experiments were carried out by taking 250 mL of RR 120
solutions with varying initial concentrations (5–70 mg/L) in different 500 mL beaker. The
fixed amount of adsorbent (10 g/L g) was added to each beaker and kept the agitation speed at
200 rpm with the optimum pH (3) at room temperature (25±2°C) and equilibrated contact
time for 150 min. In this study, two equilibrium adsorption isotherm models, Langmuir and
Freundlich, were used. The Langmuir isotherm is used to predict the maximum monolayer
sorption capacity on the external surface of the adsorbent with a fixed number of adsorption
sites (Langmuir, 1917). This isotherm model may be represented as in Equation (3).
𝑞𝑒 =

𝑞𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑏 𝐶𝑒
1 + 𝑏𝐶𝑒

(3)

Where Ce is the equilibrium concentration of remaining RR 120 in the solution (mg/L), qe is
the amount of RR 120 adsorbed at equilibrium (mg/g), qmax is the amount of RR 120 at
complete monolayer coverage (mg/g), and b (L/mg) is Langmuir constant related to
adsorption capacity and rater of adsorption. The essential feature of the Langmuir isotherm
can be expressed in terms of dimensionless constant separation factor (RL) that is used to
predict whether an adsorption system is “favorable” or “unfavorable” (Ngah and Musa, 1998).
The separation factor is presented in Equation (4).
𝑅𝐿 =

1
1 + 𝑏𝐶0

(4)

The adsorption process as a function of RL may be described as RL> 1; unfavorable, RL = 1;
Linear, 0 <RL< 1; favorable and RL = 0; irreversible.
The Freundlich isotherm describes the heterogeneous adsorption surfaces corresponding
with the adsorption intensity of adsorbent (Freundlich, 1906). This isotherm may be
represented as in Equation (5).
1/𝑛

𝑞𝑒 = 𝐾𝐹 𝐶𝑒

(5)

Where, KF and n are Freundlich constant and adsorption intensity, respectively. Values of n,
represent the adsorption process is to be either poor (n < 1), moderately difficult (1 < n < 2),
or good in ranging from 2 to 10 (Chen et al., 2011), while higher KF values indicate an easy
uptake of dye from the solution.
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The adsorption kinetic experiments were conducted by adding 10 g/L adsorbent into 350
mL RR 120 solution (containing 20 mg/L of RR 120 dye concentration) at optimum pH (3)
and stirring speed of 200 rpm at room temperature (25±20°C). The samples were collected
from the solution after selected time intervals (1, 5, 7, 10, 15, 30, 60, 90, 120, 150, 180, and
210 min), filtered, and analyzed. Adsorption kinetic delivers information on adsorption rate of
RR 120 by the adsorbents, retention time required for the adsorption process, and mechanism
of reactions. Lagergren pseudo-first-order model (Lagergren, 1898) and Ho’s pseudo-secondorder model (Ho & McKay, 2000) were used to identify the kinetics behavior, whereas interparticle diffusion model was used to investigate the diffusion mechanism and potential ratecontrolling step in the adsorption process. Lagergren pseudo-first-order model is expressed in
Equation (6) and Ho’s pseudo-second-order model expressed in Equation (7).
𝑞𝑡 = 𝑞𝑒 (1 − 𝑒 −𝑘1 𝑡 )

(6)

Where, K1 is the pseudo-first-order rate constant (min-1), qe, and qt are the amount of RR 120
adsorbed (mg/g) at equilibrium and time, t.
𝑞𝑡 =

𝐾2 𝑞𝑒2 𝑡
1 + 𝐾2 𝑞𝑒 𝑡

(7)

Where, K2 is the pseudo-second-order rate constant (g/mg/min),
The intraparticle diffusion model was explored by Weber and Morris equation. This model
indicates the presence of the intraparticle diffusion of adsorbate in the adsorbent surfaces
during the adsorption process (Weber & Morris, 1963). The intraparticle diffusion model is
expressed in Equation (8).
𝑞𝑡 = 𝐾𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓. 𝑡 0.5 + 𝐶

(8)

Where Kdiff. is the intraparticle diffusion rate constant (mg/g min0.5), which can be calculated
from the slope of a linear plot qt versus t0.5and C is intercept, which represents the thickness of
the boundary layer. If the linear plot passes through the origin, with no intercept then
intraparticle diffusion only the rate-limiting step; otherwise not only intraparticle diffusion but
also other diffusion mechanisms also involved during adsorption process.
The residual sum square (RSS) and chi-square (χ2) test were calculated to find the best fit
among the used adsorption isotherm and kinetic models (Chahm et al., 2018). Lower error
and chi-square value indicate the best fitting of the models. The equation for evaluating the
best fit model expressed in Equation (9) and (10).
𝑅𝑆𝑆 = ∑(𝑞𝑒𝑥𝑝 − 𝑞𝑐𝑎𝑙 )2

(9)

(𝑞𝑒𝑥𝑝 − 𝑞𝑐𝑎𝑙 )2
𝜒2 = ∑
𝑞𝑐𝑎𝑙

(10)

Where qcal is the calculated adsorption data (mg/g) from models, qexp is the observed
experimental adsorption data (mg/g) from both isotherm and kinetic models.
Additionally, a normalized standard deviation test was used to get the fitting result of
kinetic models, which is presented in Equation (11).
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∆𝑞 (%) = 100 ×

∑[(𝑞𝑒𝑥𝑝 − 𝑞𝑐𝑎𝑙 )/𝑞𝑒𝑥𝑝 ]2
𝑛−1

(11)

Where qcal is the calculated adsorption data (mg/g) from models, qexp is the observed
experimental adsorption data (mg/g) from the kinetic models and n is the numbers of data
points.
For desorption study, RR 120 loaded MWC and MBC were collected from isotherm
experiments. The adsorbents were then filtered and dried in the oven at 80°C for 24 h. RR 120
loaded adsorbent was transferred into pH-controlled distilled water (pH 5, 7, 9, and 11) for
150 min at a constant stirring speed of 200 rpm. The amount of dye desorbed was measured
percentage of desorption was calculated by Equation (12).
𝐷𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 (%) =

𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑑𝑦𝑒 𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑏𝑒𝑑 (𝑚𝑔/𝐿)
× 100
𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑑𝑦𝑒 𝑎𝑑𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑏𝑒𝑑 (𝑚𝑔/𝐿)

(12)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
FTIR spectra of MBCs, before and after adsorption of RR120, were shown in Fig. 1(a). The
major adsorption region around 3524 cm−1 was contributed to O–H stretching vibrations of
hydroxyl or carboxyl groups and –NH groups (Mubarak et al., 2017). The adsorption peak at
2987 cm−1 could be attributed to the –CH2 stretching vibrations (Qian et al., 2018). The C=O
stretches of the carboxyl group were located at 1745 cm−1 peak. The peak around 1629 cm−1
was assigned to C=C stretching from the aromatic rings of lignin (Zhu et al., 2015). The band
at 1573 cm−1 was assigned to –CN stretching vibrations (Çelekli et al., 2012). The adsorption
around 1381 cm-1 and 1416 cm-1 assigned that the asymmetrically and symmetrically
stretching vibrations of –CH3 in the amide group (Rusmin et al., 2015). The adsorption peak
at 695–875 cm−1 was controlled by aromatic C−H bending vibrations.

Fig. 1. FTIR spectra of (a) MBC and (b) MWC for the adsorption of RR 120.
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Similarly, the before and after adsorption FTIR spectra of MWC could be attributed as
follows (Fig. 1(b)): 3750 cm−1 (strong band vibration of –OH and –NH groups), 3082-2946
cm−1 (–CH stretching vibrations), 1732 cm-1(C=O stretching), 1639 cm−1 (amide, NH2
bending), 1575 cm−1 (–CN stretching), 1220 cm−1 (–C–N stretching vibrations), 1152-1071
cm-1 (C−O vibrations from cellulose and hemicelluloses) and 940 and 873 cm–1 (C=O and C–
C stretching vibrations). Finally, the FTIR results showed that hydroxyl, carboxyl, and amine
groups were presented on the MBC and MWC surface, and previous studies for adsorption of
RR 120 onto Lentinussajor-caju (Arica & Bayramoğlu, 2007), Chara contraria (Çelekli et al.,
2012), chitosan beads (Mubarak et al., 2017) and Hydrilla verticillate (Naveen et al., 2011)
indicates that these functional groups (hydroxyl, amine, and carboxyl) significantly provoke
the adsorption of RR 120.
The surface morphology of MWC and MBC, before and after adsorption of RR 120, were
observed by FE–SEM and given in Fig. 2. Before the adsorption of RR 120, the surface of
MWC and MBC were irregular and contain larger numbers of different sizes pore, which
facilitates large surface area for interaction between RR 120 molecules and adsorbent (Fig.
2(a), 2(c)). However, the surfaces of the adsorbents were saturated by RR 120 molecules after
RR 120 adsorption (Fig. 2(b), 2(d)).

Fig. 2. FE-SEM photographs of MWC (a. before adsorption; b. after adsorption) and MBC
(c. before adsorption; d. after adsorption) at 2000 magnifications.

For evaluating the effects of contact time and initial dye concentration on RR 120
adsorption by MWC and MBC, experiments were conducted with different contact times (1210 min) and initial dye concentrations (5, 20 and 50 mg/L) at 25±2°C temperature under the
optimum operating conditions (10 g/L adsorbent dose; pH 3), and 200 rpm stirring speed. As
shown in Fig. 3, the adsorption process was controlled by three steps: (1) rapid adsorption
found at begging (0–1 min) due to higher concentration gradient of RR 120 and a large
number of available active sites on the adsorbent surface, (2) the adsorption rate became slow
(1–150 min) because decreasing of available active sites on the adsorbent surface with time
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progress, and (3) the adsorption rate relatively very slow (150–210 min) may be due to the
remaining active sites are difficult to be occupied for the repulsive forces between the RR 120
molecules on the adsorbent surface in bulk solution (Shirmardi, 2012).

Fig. 3. Effect of contact time and initial RR 120 dye concentration on removal of RR 120 dye
by MWC and MBC.

The adsorption equilibrium was reached at 150 min; therefore 150 min was selected for
further studies. However, the removal rate of RR 120 decrease with increase initial RR 120
concentration, for example, at each equilibrium time, RR 120 removal percentage by MWC
and MBC decreased from 78% to 65% and 88% to 76%, respectively, with an increase initial
RR 120 concentration from 5 to 50 mg/L (Fig. 3), because at the constant dose the adsorbent
external surface is saturated as well as dye molecules block the pores of the adsorbent. So the
removal efficiency significantly depends on the initial RR 120 concentration and contact time.
pH plays a significant role in adsorption study, which influence the nature of adsorbate
ionization in solution, dissociation of functional groups on the binding sites of adsorbent as
well as changing of adsorbent surface charge (Ai et al., 2011). Adsorption behavior of RR 120
onto MWC and MBC at various pH values (ranging from 3 to 11) plotted in Fig. 4(a),
indicating that RR 120 adsorption onto MWC and MBC closely depends on solution pH. The
removal efficiency of RR 120 decrease (MWC=90–24%, MBC=90–3%) with increasing pH
(pH 3–11), and maximum removal was found at pH 3 (90%) for both adsorbents. The reasons
are at low pH the concentrations of H+ are increased in solutions, which may lead to the
protonation of the NH2 functional group present onto the surface of the adsorbent (Arami et
al., 2008).
𝑅 − 𝑁𝐻2 + 𝐻 + ↔ 𝑅 − 𝑁𝐻3 +

(1)

In aqueous solution, the sulfonate group of RR 120 is dissociated and converted to anionic
dye ions
𝑅𝑅120 − 𝑆𝑂3 𝑁𝑎 + 𝐻2 𝑂 ↔ 𝑅𝑅120 − 𝑆𝑂3 − + 𝑁𝑎+

(2)

So, strong electrostatic attraction between anionic RR 120 molecules and positively
charged adsorbent surface leading to the maximum removal
𝑅𝑅120 − 𝑆𝑂3 − + 𝑅 − 𝑁𝐻3 + ↔ 𝑅 − 𝑁𝐻3 + 𝑂3 𝑆 − 𝑅𝑅120

(3)

Similar explanation was proposed by (Mubarak et al., 2017) for the removal of RR 120
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using chitosan beads. Conversely, the removal efficiency decreased at higher pH due to the
increase of competition for adsorption sites between excess OH- ions and anionic RR120
molecules.

Fig. 4. Effect of (a) pH and (b) adsorbent dose on removal of RR 120 by MBC and MWC.

The adsorbent dose is considered a vital technical parameter, which largely influenced the
removal of contaminants from wastewater because it measures the adsorbate adsorption
capacity (Deng et al., 2011). The adsorption experiments were conducted with the variation of
adsorbent doses (1, 5, 10, 15 and 20 g/L) under the following fixed experimental condition:
RR 120 concentration of 20 mg/L, pH 3, temperature 25 ± 2°C, contact time 150 min and
stirring speed of 200 rpm. Effect of adsorbent dose on the adsorption process presented in Fig.
4(b), illustrating that RR 120 removal efficiency increased from 26% to 97% and 46% to 93%
with increasing MWC and MBC doses (1–20 g/L), respectively. This is due to the higher
adsorbent dose creates larger surface areas and more interchangeable sites on the adsorbent
surface, achieving higher adsorption efficiency (Jain et al., 2010). However, increased
adsorbents dose (1–20 g/L) showed a lower adsorption rate (5.36 to 0.97 mg/g and 9.25 to
0.93 mg/g for MWC and MBC, respectively), this could be the competition or overlapping
(e.g. aggregation) of RR 120 molecules onto the adsorption sites (Bansal et al., 2009). Ghosh
et al., (2020) found similar trend for removing of anionic dye from aqueous solution by
biosorbent.
The equilibrium experimental data of RR 120 adsorption onto MWC and MBC were
analyzed by Langmuir and Freundlich isotherms, which are commonly applied in the
solid/liquid system presented in Fig. 5(a), 5(b), respectively.

Fig. 5. (a) Langmuir isotherm and (b) Freundlich isotherm models for the adsorption of RR 120
by MWC and MBC.
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The best fitted result of isotherms depends on correlation coefficients (𝑅2), Chi-square (χ2)
and residual sum square (RSS) value, presented in Table 2.
Table 2. Isotherm parameters for adsorption of RR 120 onto MWC and MBC
Isotherm models
Parameters
MWC
MBC
Langmuir

qmax (mg/g)

3.806

5.402

b (L/mg)

0.285

0.215

RL

0.411-0.047

0.462-0.062

0.991

0.946

6.795

18.940

2.508

4.899

0.897

1.020

2.329

1.959

0.898

0.978

13.551

9.124

3.665

3.221

R

2

RSS
χ
Freundlich

2

KF (mg/g) (L/mg)
n
R

2

RSS
χ

2

1/n

The results showed that higher correlation coefficient value (R2=0.991), lower error
(RSS=6.795), and chi-square value (χ2=2.508) of Langmuir isotherm for adsorption of RR
120 onto MWC was fitted better than Freundlich isotherm (R2=0.898, RSS=13.551and
χ2=3.665) (Table 2). This indicates that RR 120 molecules create monolayer coverage with
homogenous distribution onto MWC. Therefore, Freundlich (R2=0.978, RSS=9.124, and
χ2=3.221) was the best-fit isotherm for the adsorption of RR 120 onto MBC than Langmuir
isotherm (R2=0.946, RSS=18.940, and χ2=4.899) (Table 2), which exhibited that the surface
of MBC was not uniform, had nearly heterogeneous sites for RR 120 adsorption. The
monolayer maximum adsorption capacity of RR 120 onto MWC and MBC, calculated from
the Langmuir isotherm was 3.806 and 5.402 mg/g, respectively (Table 2). However, the
adsorption capacities for the MWC and MBC shows potential for the removal of RR 120 from
aqueous solutions, with the decreasing order of MBC > MWC. The RL values of MWC and
MBC were calculated from Langmuir isotherm lies within 0 and 1, indicating that RR 120
adsorption onto MWC and MBC was suitable under the conditions studied. On the other
hand, the value of adsorption intensity (n) for MWC and MBC obtained from Freundlich
isotherm was higher than 1, indicating that the adsorption process was favorable of both
MWC and MBC as an adsorbent for RR 120 adsorption from aqueous solutions (Table 2).
In this study, three kinetic models (Lagergren pseudo-first-order, Ho’s pseudo-second-order,
and intraparticle diffusion) were applied to determine the adsorption behavior of RR 120 onto
MWC and MBC, presented in Fig. 6, and the model's parameters values are in Table 3. The
higher R2and lower values of RSS, ∆q (%) and chi-square (χ2) were calculated from the pseudosecond-order kinetic model for each initial RR 120 concentration than the pseudo-first-order
kinetic model, and the calculated (qe,cal) values from the pseudo-second-order kinetic model also
corresponding with the experimental (qe,exp) values for both adsorbents (MWC and MBC)
(Table 3), confirming that the adsorption process follows the pseudo-second-order kinetic
model. So, the whole adsorption processes seem to be controlled by chemisorption i. e. the
electrostatic interactions between the surface of the positively charged adsorbent and negatively
charged RR 120 molecules. For both adsorbents, the pseudo-second-order rate constant (K2)
decreased with increasing RR 120 concentration under similar experimental conditions (Table
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2), which confirms that lower mass transfer happens at a high dye concentration gradient due to
the higher competition for the adsorption sites (Chen et al., 2011).

Fig. 6. Kinetic models for the adsorption of RR 120 by MWC (a. Pseudo-first order; b. pseudo-second order
kinetic model) and MBC (c. Pseudo-first order; d. pseudo-second order kinetic model).

This could be assigned that diffusion increased on a solid surface than the boundary layer
(Deng, 2011). According to the results of Table 2, the adsorption rate of MBC was higher
than MWC at every initial RR 120 concentration due to the proper utilization of adsorbent
adsorption capacities by the larger driving force at higher concentration gradient. The
experimental data were further analyzed by intraparticle diffusion in order to investigate the
diffusion mechanisms. The intraparticle diffusion plot did not pass through the origin (Fig.
7(a)) and intercept values (c) were increased with an increase of initial RR 120 concentration
(Table 3), indicating that the rate-limiting step of RR 120 adsorption onto MWC and MBC
were external diffusion (i.e. agglomerate of RR 120 molecules on the adsorbent surface) than
internal diffusion (i. e. transport of RR 120 molecules inside the adsorbent particle), that may
occur simultaneously.

Fig. 7. (a) Intra-particle diffusion plot and (b) desorption of RR 120 by MWC and MBC.
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Adsorption capacities of different adsorbents for removal of anionic reactive dyes reported
in the literature, given in Table 4. Comparative results indicate that the adsorption capacity of
MBC and MWC are moderate and suitable alternative adsorbent for the removal of anionic
reactive dyes than other adsorbents from aqueous solutions due to low cost, easily available,
environmentally friendly and does not generate secondary pollution.
Table 3. Kinetic parameters for RR 120 adsorption onto MWC and MBC.
Models

Pseudo-first order

MWC (initial RR 120
concentration in mg/L)

MBC (initial RR 120
concentration in mg/L)

5

20

50

5

20

50

qe,exp (mg/g)

0.480

1.803

3.254

0.475

1.784

3.813

qe,cal (mg/g)

0.100

0.366

0.461

0.024

0.216

0.518

0.027

0.015

0.006

0.014

0.011

0.010

0.963

0.940

0.948

0.913

0.911

0.955

RSS

1.76

27.22

96.50

2.44

29.94

132.25

χ2

124.56

917.05

5828.33

1265.25

2126.99

4309.52

∆q (%)

95.5

98.1

104.3

106.4

103.2

103.0

qe,cal (mg/g)

0.485

1.814

3.259

0.475

1.787

3.814

K2 (g/mg min)

1.001

0.211

0.104

3.412

0.322

0.127

H (mg/g min)

0.235

0.697

1.110

0.772

1.030

1.854

0.999

0.999

0.998

0.999

0.999

0.999

RSS

0.08

1.93

7.14

0.03

1.25

6.57

χ2

0.46

3.07

6.80

0.09

1.63

4.45

∆q (%)

31.6

14.7

18.7

6.4

13.0

14.35

Kdiff
(mg/gmin0.5)

0.007

0.032

0.037

0.002

0.018

0.043

C (mg/g)

0.386

1.380

2.700

0.447

1.536

3.207

0.950

0.916

0.904

0.908

0.951

0.972

Parameters

–1

K1 (min )
R

Pseudo-second order

R

Intraparticle diffusion

R

2

2

2

Reversibility or desorption process regulated by the strong binding bond (ionic or covalent
bonding) or weak binding forces (Van der Waals’ forces or a dipole-dipole interaction)
between the adsorbent surface and adsorbate molecules (Ip et al., 2009). In this study, the
desorption abilities of MBC and MWC were studied at different pH values (pH 5, 7, 9, and
11). Figure 7(b) indicates the desorption percentage of MBC (9–48%) and MWC (8–15%)
was low, but between them, the desorption rate of MBC was comparatively high (Fig. 7(b))
because the weak binding forces (Van der Waals attraction and π–π interactions) were
dominated between the RR 120 molecules and MBC surface due to increase pH values, as
well as more adsorption of RR 120 onto the MBC surface act as a driving force of this
desorption. Inversely, MWC showed lower (8–15%) desorption the probable cause was a
strong binding bond between RR 120 molecules and MWC surface instead of increasing pH
values (Fig. 7(b)). Similar observation also found by other studies (Çelekli et al., 2011;
Mahmoodi et al., 2011; Çelekli et al., 2012). This study suggested that both the strong and the
weak binding forces could exist between the adsorbents (MBC and MWC) and RR 120
molecules.
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Table 4. Comparison of anionic reactive dye adsorption capacity by MWC and MBC with other adsorbents.
Initial dye
Maximum
Contact
Types of
Adsorbent concentratio
Adsorbents
adsorption pH
time
References
reactive dyes
dose (g/L)
n range
(mg/g)
(min)
(mg/L)
Chitosan beads
Reactive red
129.9
4.0
180
3.0
30–400
(Mubarak et
120
al., 2017)
Characontraria
Reactive red
112.83
1.0
180
1.0
25–200 (Çelekli et al.,
120
2012)
Mahagoni bark coal Reactive red
5.40
3.0
150
10.0
5–70
This study
120
Alumina/multiReactive red
4.53
3.0
150
0.40
10–200
(Malakootian
walled carbon
198
et al., 2015)
nanotubes
Activated rice husk Direct red 23
4.35
120
10
5-25
(Abdelwahab
et al., 2005)
Mahagoni wood coal Reactive red
3.80
3.0
150
10.0
5-70
This study
120
Alumina/multiReactive blue
3.67
3.0
180
0.40
10–200
(Malakootian
walled carbon
19
et al., 2015)
nanotubes
Clinoptilolite
Reactive red
3.18
–
90
–
10–250
(Sismanoglu
195
et al., 2010)
Coconut shell based Reactive blue
2.78
–
20
1.0
10–50
(Isah et al.,
activated carbon
19
2015)
Untreated rice husk Direct Red 23
2.41
120
10
5-25
(Abdelwahab
et al., 2005)
Helianthus annuus Reactive red
1.51
7.0
–
5.0
20–110
(Srikantan et
hairy roots
120
al., 2018)

CONCLUSION
This study investigated the suitability of MWC and MBC as an adsorbent for RR 120 removal
in batch adsorption experiments with various controlling parameters like contact time, pH,
initial dye concentration, and adsorbent dose. The result reveals that the RR 120 removal
efficiency of both adsorbents (MWC and MBC) was increased with the increase of adsorbent
dose. The maximum removal was found at pH 3. The Langmuir and Freundlich isotherm had
better fit with the experimental data as well as maximum adsorption capacity of 3.806 and
5.402 mg/g for MWC and MBC, respectively. FTIR and SEM results revealed that different
functional groups and available pore space on the adsorbent surface may be responsible for
RR 120 adsorption. Kinetic studies represented that the adsorption process followed the
pseudo-second-order kinetic model with multi-steps diffusion process for both adsorbents
(MWC and MBC). Due to low cost, availability, and favorable study result make the MWC
and MBC a promising and effective adsorbent for removing RR 120 from aqueous solutions.
Consequently, MWC and MBC could be applied for the treatment of textile dye-containing
industrial wastewater, where centralized wastewater treatment system is not accessible.
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